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Abstract

Fiber orientation and micromechanics should be understood for exact prediction of physical properties and
deformation of anisotropic composite parts which are generally treated as homogeneous materials for flow
simulation and transversely isotropic materials for structural analyses. Fiber orientation has a significant
effect on the mechanical properties and final shape of injection-molded parts. Fiber orientations in glass
fiber (GF) reinforced PBT composites were observed by using a microtomography (Micro-CT) and the
three dimensional CT results agreed with the prediction. Mechanical properties of the anisotropic com-
posites were estimated by coupled three dimensional flow and structural analyses in which the micro-
mechanics and the fiber orientation were considered spontaneously. In order to verify the coupled FE
simulation results a theoretical model and a simple Representative Volume Element (RVE) model were
employed. The coupled 3D analyses were in good agreement with the experimental data and the simple
RVE model predicted higher stiffness than the experiments but lower stiffness than theoretical upper bound.
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1. Introduction

Computer-aided engineering (CAE) has become extremely

important for mold design and prediction of optimum poly-

mer processing conditions as both computer hardware and

software have been developed rapidly and quality assur-

ance is an increasing demand. Finite element analysis

(FEA) is an efficient tool for time and money savings by

avoiding trial and error process that is time consuming. For

a thick and complicated injection molded part, the velocity

and pressure distribution in the gapwise direction in the

cavity must be considered and cannot be neglected. H.

Zhou et al. (2005) used the 3D finite elements to deal with

the 3D flow in injection molding (Zhou et al., 2005). In the

3D finite element simulation, the velocity in the gapwise

direction was not neglected and the pressure was also var-

ied with respect to the thickness. Further investigations on

the 3D flow analysis have been widely reported since com-

puter technology was advanced for handling of time-con-

suming work (Patcharaphun et al., 2007; Chang and Yang,

2001; Hwang and Kwon, 2002).

Many commercially available codes have been devel-

oped for numerical simulation of non-isothermal flow anal-

ysis in injection molding and stress analysis of a solid part.

ANSYS and ABAQUS were utilized for structural analysis

of the residual stress distribution of the injection molded

parts (Carpenter et al., 2006; Yoo et al., 2003). Isotropic

full 3D simulations have been reported on elastic and vis-

coelastic analyses of homogeneous polymer parts (Kim et

al., 2008; Kim et al., 2008). However, when fibers are

embedded into a polymer matrix, the composite material

becomes heterogeneous and should be considered as an

anisotropic material. Micromechanics modeling was

employed based on continuum theories in order to perform

numerical analysis (Barbero, 1998). An anisotropic 2D

analysis was conducted by Foss by considering fiber ori-

entation and micromechanics of fiber reinforced anisotro-

pic composites but the velocity and pressure variations in

the gapwise direction were neglected (Foss, 2004). There

has been no report on simulation of anisotropic behavior of

an injection molded part by applying coupled flow and

structural analyses to 3D FE mesh.

Injection molding simulation software, MOLDFLOW,

was employed in this study for the flow analysis and the

Folgar-Tucker model (Folgar and Tucker, 1984) was used

to calculate fiber orientation tensors. For the effective elas-

tic properties of the heterogeneous system, the Tandon-

Weng micromechanics model (Tandon and Weng, 1984)

was used. A Micro-CT device has been used to determine

internal structure of the fiber-reinforced polymer compos-

ites (Shen et al., 2004; Ming Ding et al., 1999; Gusev et
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al., 2002) for the comparison between the simulation and

experimental results. The simulation results were exported

to the structural analysis code and the Young’s moduli of

the anisotropic composite parts have been calculated and

compared with the Representative Volume Element (RVE)

model, theoretical model, and experimental results.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials
PBT resin and glass fiber filled compounds are supplied

by LG Chem for the experiments: virgin (GP-1006FD),

15 wt% glass fiber reinforced (GP-2150), and 30 wt%

glass fiber reinforced PBT (GP-2300). As a reinforcing

filler, glass fibers which have the aspect ratio of 25 and

elastic modulus of 72 GPa were used.

2.2. Injection molding
Molding of virgin, 15 wt% and 30 wt% glass fiber (GF)

reinforced tensile specimens (150 mm×20 mm×4 mm)

was carried out by using an injection molding machine

(120 ton capacity, Engel). Two gates were located on both

left and right sides of the cavity and processing conditions

are listed in Table 1. The first five tensile specimens were

discarded and the subsequent specimens were used for

experiments.

2.3. Mechanical testing
Young’s modulus of the tensile specimen was measured

using a universal testing machine (UTM) (8801, Instron).

The initial gauge length and the crosshead speed were set

at 50 mm and 60 mm/min respectively for both virgin and

glass fiber reinforced PBT specimens. At least five spec-

imens were tested and averaged to determine the Young’s

moduli of the samples.

2.4. Micro computed tomography imaging
A high-resolution desktop X-ray microtomography sys-

tem (1172, Skyscan), Micro-CT, was employed to acquire

microstructural information of the glass fiber reinforced

composite. A 100 kV and 10 Mp X-ray source was used

for the tomography to perform 2D image analysis and real-

istic 3D visualization with the resolution of 3 µm. 

3. Numerical Procedure

A set of unified governing equations is usually used for

modeling of the filling and post-filling stages in injection

molding (Kim et al., 2008). The Cross-WLF equation was

used to model the shear rate, pressure, and temperature

dependent viscosity which is given by:

(1)

where n, η0 and τ* denote the power law index, the zero

shear viscosity, and the apparent shear stress, respectively.

All the parameters are listed in Table 2.

The two-domain Tait equation was utilized to describe

the relationship among the pressure, temperature and vol-

ume (PVT) of the composite system.

(2)

where V, V0, and B are the specific volume, specific volume at

zero gauge pressure, and a constant related to pressure sen-

sitivity of the material. Additional equations are as follows:

(3)

Coefficients from b1 to b4 are different values depending

upon the temperature range (subscript m and c denote

above and below transition temperature, respectively). All

the coefficients are listed in Table 3.
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Table 1. Processing conditions for injection molding

Molding Parameters Settings

Mold Temperature 60 [oC]

Melt Temperature 250 [oC]

Injection Speed 40 [mm/s]

Packing Pressure 80 [MPa]

Packing Time 20 [s]

Table 2. Parameters for the Cross-WLF model

Symbol Virgin PBT
15%

reinforced

30%

reinforced

n 0.654 0.5855 0.3182

τ* [Pa] 592,000 274,000 193,000

D1 [Pa · s] 1.0×1012 3.33×1021 3.18×1011

D2 [K] 350.99 323.15 323.15

D3 [K/Pa] 0 0 0

A1 28.946 54.413 26.182

A2 [K] 51.6 51.6 51.6
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Raw material properties are very important to determine

the mechanical properties of the composites and insure accu-

racy of the simulation. The raw material properties used in

this study are listed in Table 4. A virgin PBT has isotropic

material properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s

ratio, and thermal expansion coefficient regardless of its

material direction but the GF reinforced PBT is assumed to

be a transversely isotropic material. Therefore, the GF rein-

forced composites have two different set of material prop-

erties with respect to the material direction. Table 5 shows

how material properties are applied to the structural analysis

on both cases of unfilled and glass fiber filled resins. The

unfilled specimen has isotropic and identical material prop-

erties such as thermal expansion coefficient, elastic modulus,

and Poisson’s ratio. The fiber filled specimens have aniso-

tropic material properties and each finite element should

have different fiber orientation distribution. 

Since fibers are embedded in a polymer matrix, fiber ori-

entation and micromechanics should be taken into account

for flow and structural analyses of the molded part. Folgar-

Tucker model (Folgar and Tucker, 1984) shown below was

used to predict the fiber orientation during mold filling.

(4)
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Table 3. 2-domain modified Tait PVT model coefficients

Symbol virgin PBT
15% GF 

filled

30% GF 

filled

b1m [m3/kg] 0.0009041 0.0007865 0.000741

b2m

[m3/kg·k]
8.031e-007 6.806e-007 3.628e-007

b3m [Pa] 9.524e+007 8.40204e+007 1.30766e+008

b4m [1/K] 0.003702 0.004264 0.0002399

b1s [m3/kg] 0.0008519 0.0007442 0.0006882

b2s

[m3/kg·k]
4.588e-007 4.441e-007 1.436e-007

b3s [Pa] 1.192e+008 1.03208e+008 2.37414e+008

b4s [1/K] 0.005373 0.004398 0.003954

b5 [K] 494.15 496.45 506.15

b6 [K/Pa] 1.665e-007 1.681e-007 1.1e-007

b7 [m3/kg] 4.633e-005 4.228e-005 5.28e-005

b8 [1/K] 0.1436 0.05847 0.05258

b9 [1/Pa] 2.371e-008 8.957e-009 8.597e-009

Table 4. Material properties of the polymer matrix and glass fiber

Properties Virgin PBT 15% GF filled 30% GF filled Glass Fiber

Young’s Modulus [MPa]
1st direction

2600
5762 9081

72000
2nd direction 4067 5510

Poisson’s Ratio
v12

0.437
0.48 0.46

0.22
v23 0.45 0.49

Thermal Expansion [1/K]
α1

7.75×10-5

4.6×10-5 2.96×10-5

2.96×10-6

α2 8.34×10-5 6.60×10-5

Fiber Weight Fraction [%] - 15 30 -

Table 5. Material properties of the unfilled and filled resins used for structural analysis

Type Material Expansion Modulus
Poisson’s 

Ratio
Orientation

Computing 

Time

Unfilled Virgin PBT Isotropic Isotropic Isotropic Material direction only Relatively short

Filled 15%, 30% GF filled Anisotropic* Anisotropic* Anisotropic* Predicted fiber orientation Relatively long

*Material properties are anisotropic and different in each element. MOLDFLOW output data are transferred to ABAQUS as input

data having a user subroutine.
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The interaction coefficient, Ci was set as 0.002 for weak

fiber to fiber interaction and the thickness moment of the

interaction coefficient, Dz was set as 1 for 3D problem. 

In order to predict the effective elastic and thermal prop-

erties of the fiber-reinforced composites an appropriate

micromechanics model has to be selected. Tandon-Weng

model was chosen among micromechanics models since

the model provides good prediction for highly aligned

short fiber composites (Gusev et al., 2002). The Tandon-

Weng equation is given as follows.

(5)

(6)

where A and Ai’s are parameters related to those in the Tan-

don-Weng paper (Tandon and Weng, 1984) and the mate-

rial properties used in the model are listed in Table 4.

Transverse thermal expansion of the unidirectional com-

posite was modeled by Chamberlain using plane stress

equations of a thick walled cylinder for the case of trans-

versely isotropic material that has fibers embedded in an

isotropic matrix. The derived expression for α1 is identical

to the Schapery’s model (Schapery, 1968) and α2 takes the

following form (Bowles and Tompkins, 1989);

(7)

(8)

where F is a geometric packing factor which is equal to

0.9069 and 0.7854 for hexagonal and square packing,

respectively. A general form of the anisotropic stress-strain

relation for linear thermo-viscoelasticity may be written as

follows.

(9)

where  and  are tensors which are defined by using

anisotropic mechanical and thermal properties of the com-

posite and calculated from the fiber orientation distribution

obtained from the flow analysis. 

Calculated residual stresses in the cavity and material

properties are obtained by the flow simulation and trans-

ferred to the stress analysis program. The virgin PBT spec-

imens are isotropic and the GF reinforced PBT specimens

are anisotropic for which fiber orientation should be con-

sidered. Young’s modulus of the composite part is pre-

dicted by applying elongational deformation to one end of

the part in the numerical analysis. The coupled FE sim-

ulation results will be compared with the RVE model, the-

oretical model, and experimental results.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Fiber orientation
Molecular and fiber orientations induce shrinkage and

warpage of the injection molded parts (Fischer, 2003).

Understanding of the fiber orientation is crucial in pre-

dicting the mechanical behavior and final shape of the

molded parts. Unlike continuous fiber reinforced compos-

ites that have fixed fiber orientation, short fiber reinforced

composites have fiber orientation that is evolved during

processing (Shen et al., 2004). For this reason predicting

fiber orientation of short fiber reinforced composites is

important for evaluating material properties of the com-

posite parts (Bernasconi et al., 2008).

For numerical simulation of the injection molded part, a

3D finite element mesh was generated for the tensile spec-

imen composed of tetrahedral elements as shown in Fig. 1.

The cavity has two gates located on left and right sides and

is divided by 4 layers through the thickness direction. The

fiber orientation patterns observed in the injection molded

composites are caused by the movement and rotation of

fibers during filling and, to lesser extent, by the subsequent

orientation during packing. In the case of the tensile spec-

imen, fiber orientation distributions for both 15 wt% and

30 wt% GF reinforced PBT specimens were similar

although fiber density was different locally. Glass fibers

were aligned dominantly along the flow direction from the

gate to the weldline in the middle as shown in Fig. 2. When

the two flow fronts are encountered with each other, it was

expected that fibers were aligned perpendicular to the flow

direction or somewhat randomly oriented to the gapwise

direction due to fountain flow effect (Gogos and Huang,

1986; Shen et al, 2001). The enlarged box in Fig. 2 illus-
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Fig. 1. Three dimensional mesh of a tensile specimen used for numerical simulation of virgin, 15 wt%, and 30 wt% GF reinforced PBT

specimens (dimensions in mm).
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trates the predicted fiber orientation in the middle of the

part. The results elucidated that fibers were aligned along

the gapwise direction near the weld region and the pre-

dicted results corresponds to the Micro-CT observations.

The fiber orientation distribution was observed experi-

mentally by the Micro-CT which uses X-ray radiation to

construct 3D perspective images. Fig. 3(a) represents

geometry of the 15 wt% GF reinforced PBT tensile spec-

imen. As predicted in Fig. 2, fiber orientations parallel to

the flow direction were dominant except for the weldline

region as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). Near the weldline

region, fibers were aligned mostly perpendicular to the

flow direction or along the gapwise direction as predicted

by the flow analysis. Fig. 4 illustrates a reconstructed vol-

ume in the middle of the tensile specimen as shown in Fig.

3(c). Qualitative 3D visualization of glass fibers can be

obtained by stacking the 2D planes. It elucidated that the

fiber orientation near the weld line was mostly perpen-

dicular to the flow direction.

Fig. 5 shows predicted maximum residual stresses in the

principal direction for three types of the tensile specimens.

The residual stresses in the virgin PBT were almost uni-

form except for slightly higher stresses near the both gates

due to high injection pressure during the filling and pack-

ing stages. This behavior was also observed in the 15 wt%

and 30 wt% GF reinforced specimens. However, as fibers

were filled into the part, different stress distributions took

place locally due to the fiber orientation. For the 15 wt%

GF reinforced PBT, a small amount of local stress con-

centration was developed in the middle of the part and fur-

ther stresses were developed along the flow direction on

the side walls. For the 30 wt% GF composites, more local

stress concentrations were generated over the whole part

than those of the 15 wt% GF reinforced part because of the

increased fiber weight fraction. When GF filled PBT melt

is injected from both gates and meets each other at the

weld region, the composite melt is mixed sharply at the

weld region causing radical variation of the fiber orien-

tation. Stress concentration will be provoked due to vari-

ation of mechanical properties in the region induced by the

complex flows such as fountain flow and vortex. The fiber

orientation distribution and micromechanics have been

effectively taken into account for the coupled flow and

stress analysis.

Fig. 2. Predicted fiber orientation distribution in a 15 wt% GF

reinforced PBT tensile specimen. An enlarged box illus-

trates a magnified top view of the tensile specimen in

weld region.

Fig. 3. (a) Geometry of the tensile specimen containing 15 wt%

glass fibers, (b) Reconstructed Micro-CT 2-D image of

the parallel plane at the entrance region, (c) Reconstructed

Micro-CT 2-D image of the parallel plane in the middle

(dimensions in mm).

Fig. 4. Volumetric reconstruction of the glass fibers in the tensile

specimen.
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4.2. Young’s modulus
RVE models are commonly used for the study on the

mechanical properties of anisotropic composites (Sun and

Vaidya, 1996). However, the RVE models cannot consider

exact state of fiber orientation because it is generally

assumed for convenience that fibers are fully aligned or

randomly oriented. Numerical prediction of the mechanical

properties cannot be accurate because fibers are not fully

aligned parallel to the axial direction in the real composite

specimens. If it is assumed that fibers are randomly ori-

ented, the predicted stiffness will be lower than the exper-

imental result. Therefore, fiber orientation state during

filling and packing should be identified for an accurate

RVE model. However, it is difficult to generate the RVE

model in which orientations of each fiber is described due

to enormous quantity of the fibers to be inserted. This is

the limitation of the RVE model for composite materials.

In this study, a simple RVE model assuming full alignment

of fibers in the axial direction was compared with a the-

oretical model in which fiber orientation, fiber length, and

aspect ratio were considered. The coupled FE simulation

results were also compared with the results of the RVE

model and the theoretical model.

Simple RVE models, in which fibers were fully aligned

in the axial direction and randomly distributed spatially,

were produced as shown Fig. 6. The 15 wt% GF composite

included 45 embedded fibers and the 30 wt% GF com-

posite included 90 fibers in the same volume. A symmet-

rical boundary condition was used for the RVE model to

apply the tensile stress only in the axial direction. Figs. 7

and 8 show that the elastic moduli predicted by the RVE

models are higher than the other results because the model

assumed that fibers were fully aligned. The elastic moduli

obtained by the RVE models were not in good agreement

with those predicted by the theoretical model (η0=1). One

of the possible reasons is associated with the assumption

that fibers in the composites are aligned with complete

hexagonal packing in the Cox-Krenchel theoretical model

(Foster et al, 2009). On the other hand, fibers were ran-

domly distributed spatially in the RVE models although

aligned in the axial direction as shown Fig. 6 (b) and (d).

Theoretical modeling was carried out for quantitative

prediction and comparison of the elastic modulus. Theo-

retical modeling has some advantages of predicting the-

oretical upper and lower bounds of the composite stiffness

quantitatively with respect to fiber volume fraction and

aspect ratio. The Cox-Krenchel model, as given by Eq.

(10), was used to predict the elastic modulus of the com-

posite material using the Cox (η1) (Cox, 1952) and

Krenchel efficiency factors (η0) (Folkes, 1982) to account

for fiber length and fiber orientation respectively.

Fig. 5. Predicted maximum principal stresses for three types of the tensile specimens: (a) virgin, (b) 15 wt% GF, and (c) 30 wt% GF

reinforced PBT.

Fig. 6. Simple RVE models with fully aligned fibers in the axial

direction. Fibers are randomly distributed spatially: (a)

15 wt% ( 10 vol%) GF filled PBT, (b) in-plane view of

15 wt% GF filled PBT, (c) 30 wt% ( 20 vol%) GF filled

PBT, and (d) in-plane view of 30 wt% GF filled PBT.

≈
≈
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(10)

The Cox efficiency factor is given as follows.

(11)

(12)

where lf is the length of the fiber, Gm is the shear modulus

of the matrix, Ef is the fiber modulus, R is the mean center-

to-center separation of the fibers normal to the axis direc-

tion, and r is the fiber radius. The material properties used

in the model are detailed in Table 4. If we assume that the

fibers are arranged hexagonally, the fiber volume fraction

is given by Eq. (13) and the Krenchel efficiency factor is

given by Eq. (14).

(13)

(14)

where θn is the angle between the fiber axis and loading

axis, and an is the proportion of fibers at this angle. If fibers

are fully aligned in the axial direction, η0 is taken to be 1,

for random in-plane (2D) and random 3D fiber orienta-

tions, it is 3/8 and 1/5, and for partially aligned fibers, it is

1/2. Fig. 7 shows that the elastic modulus of the composite

is increasing almost linearly with respect to the fiber vol-

ume fraction. The modulus is affected by the Cox factor

(η1) which is not varied with respect to the fiber volume

fraction. As the Krenchel factor is increased, the modulus

of the composite is also increased because external forces

are transferred to the fibers efficiently as fibers become

aligned in the axial direction.

Aspect ratio of the fiber is one of the most influencing

factors to determine mechanical properties of the fiber

reinforced composites. It is well known that stiffness of the

composite is generally increased as the aspect ratio

becomes larger (Rosato and Rosato., 1995; Van Krevelen,

1990). When the Krenchel factor is 1/5, the Young’s mod-

ulus is the lowest and increasing rate of the modulus with

respect to the aspect ratio is also small as shown in Fig. 8.

On the other hand, when the Krenchel factor is 1, which

means that fibers are fully aligned, the modulus increases

fast until the aspect ratio reaches 20 and then smoothly lev-

Ec η0η1EfVf EmVm+=

η1 1
βlf 2⁄( )tanh

βlf 2⁄
---------------------------–⎝ ⎠

⎛ ⎞=

β
2πGm

EfAf

R

r
---ln

-------------------

⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞1 2⁄

=

Vf

2πr2

3R
2

------------=

η0 an cos
4
θn〈 〉 θd∫=

Fig. 7. Young’s modulus with respect to fiber volume fraction. The

lines represent theoretical Cox-Krenchel model (The exper-

imental error bars are slightly right-shifted for clarity).

Fig. 8. Young’s modulus with respect to fiber aspect ratio: (a)

15 wt% ( 10 vol%) GF filled PBT, (b) 30 wt% ( 20 vol%)

GF filled PBT (The lines represent theoretical Cox-

Krenchel model and the experimental error bars are

slightly right-shifted for clarity).

≈ ≈
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els off. These results represent that the effect of the aspect

ratio on the Young’s modulus was no longer significant

above an inflection point. In the Cox-Krenchel model, the

inflection point is around the aspect ratio of 25. Most of the

fibers have the same aspect ratio of 32 as observed by the

Micro-CT and the fiber aspect ratio of 32 was used in the

modeling. 

Coupled FE simulations were carried out for the melt

flow in the cavity and the structural analysis of the molded

parts. The numerical simulation was the most realistic

analysis of the actual processing since the fiber orientation

and micromechanics were considered in each element at

the same time. The FE simulation results showed good

agreement with the experimental results compared with

that of the RVE model. Discrepancy between the simu-

lation and experimental results are caused by the following

two reasons. Firstly, the fiber orientations and fiber to fiber

interactions calculated during the flow analysis are not

really identical to the real behavior. Secondly, it is assumed

for the structural analysis that the composite is a homo-

geneous material even though the material properties were

anisotropic.

Three different analyses on the GF filled composites

have been discussed in this study. Among them the cou-

pled FE simulation was the most appropriate method to

predict the mechanical properties and provided good agree-

ment with the experimental results. The RVE model needs

to improve description of the fiber orientation and bound-

ary conditions such as periodicity of the unit cell for more

accurate mechanical properties. However, it is cumber-

some to construct such a RVE model due to the reasons

mentioned previously. Theoretical modeling generally pre-

dicts higher stiffness than experimental results. Neverthe-

less, it is useful to estimate the modulus analytically and to

understand the behavior of stiffness with respect to fiber

aspect ratio and orientation.

5. Conclusion

Fiber orientation and micromechanics played a key role

in predicting stiffness of the injection molded composite

specimens during the flow analysis. Material properties

calculated during the flow analysis were exported to the

structural analysis. The fiber orientation in the tensile spec-

imen was observed with the Micro-CT and the experi-

mental results were similar to the predicted orientation.

High residual stress was observed near the gate and in the

middle of the tensile specimen due to the fiber orientation.

The Cox-Krenchel model, RVE model, and coupled FE

simulation were compared with experimental results. The

RVE model had a limitation since it was assumed that

fibers were fully aligned or randomly oriented. The Cox-

Krenchel model was used to predict theoretical upper and

lower bounds and to calculate stiffness of the composite

with respect to fiber volume fraction and aspect ratio. The

model showed that the effect of increasing aspect ratio on

stiffness was not significant above an inflection point. The

coupled FE simulation considered both fiber orientation

and micromechanics and the results had better agreement

with the experimental results than the RVE model.
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